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ABSTRACT

We propose an information theoretic model of the space-time pre-geometry where the
pre-geometry is considered as a "coded state of matter and space-time", distinctly different from
the classical space-time or any known state of matter.

Assuming that physical processes at Planck's dimensions are stochastic Markov pro-
cesses and using information theoretic and algebro-geometric coding techniques, we show that
modular invariance is a natural consequence of:

1. Shannon's channel capacity theorem.

2. Nature selects and uses only those error-correcting codes to transfer information
between space-time entities which allow the value of propagation rate R reaching its critical value
Re, the channel capacity.

Next, using the strong converse theorem we show that a phase-transition occurs at (Re—
R) < E, for some small £ > 0.

Furthermore, it is known that some symmetrically packed optimal codes lead to Et lattice
while others to a 26-dimcnsional Lorentz lattice used in string theories. This suggests a precise
connection between our model and string theories.

MIRAMARE-TRIESTE

June 1991

Despite the success of the standard model of elementary particles there remain some deep
and fundamental questions. They all seem to be related to physics at the level of Planck's length in
space-time, the point where the differentiable physics breaks down and the equation representing
the laws of nature are probably not valid any more.

Some of the fundamental questions that remain unanswered by the present theories are:

1. What kind of physics exists at and beyond Planck's length, i.e., when the distances are
of the order of 10 ~sscm or less and time 10~43 or less?

2. Why do elementary particles behave the way they behave? Is there any built-in algorithm
at a deeper level that is responsible for their behaviour and how it is coded?

3. Why are their masses (and other invariants like electric charge, isotopic spin, etc.) as
they are? Is there any relationship between these invariants and their "genetic" code, the
algorithm that generates the characteristic behaviour?

There is no doubt that an answer to these questions is not just around the comer but is not forthcom-
ing from the physics on a smooth space-time manifold. However, an answer may not lie simply
in the descretization of the space-time, but something more drastic. It is thus worth an effort to
look into other paradigms - paradigms that are not utilized in physics but known to be successful
in other disciplines.

J. Wheeler [1] pointed out the importance of measurement and information theory in the
context of elementary particle physics. He counted four signs why this is important: Quantum
fluctuations, the elementary quantum phenomenon, the probability amplitude as a measure of dis-
tinguishability, and the central place occupied in field theory by the principle that the boundary of
a boundary is zero. All these signs point a new outlook towards laws of physics. A more explicit
and substantive suggestion is to describe space-time in the computational paradigm is due to Feyn-
man [2]. He emphasized the need for a new approach bearing in mind that a 'point in space-time
carries a tremendous amount of information. For instance, the information about a field and its
particle and how they should behave. This is a formidable information storage and computational
(information processing) task. How can it be achieved with only a point?

The purpose of this paper *, therefore, is to explore probabilistic information theory and
the theory of error-correcting codes in the context of questions numbers 1 to 3, to see if (here ex-
ists any common ground on which to suggest an alternative way of dealing with Planckian state
of matter and vacuum. The notion of space-time code was suggested by D. Finkelstein as early
as 1969 [3]. It was shown by Wooters [4} that given only two spin states, it is possible to con-
struct the description of a system of particles without referring to position and time variables and
reconstructing original space-time picture at the end, if one wishes to do so. It is thus tempting to
consider that physical theories may by constructed without their explicit dependence on space and
time variables.

A detailed version is to be published elsewhere.



It is common to use the word 'pre—geometry' reminding us of the geometric nature of
the "outer space", i.e., the classical space-time. It is also speculated that there possibly is a phase-
transition from pre-geometry to space-time. For example, H. Terazawa [5] considers two phases
of space-time, the geometric and the pre-geometric. In the pre-geometric phase of space-time the
metric gllvg

1"' vanishes or diverges. This phase existed before the big bang, or in our present times
there may exist "pre-geometric holes" with properties of the pre-geometric phase.

It is not known whether at length of the order of 10 ~33 cms and time of the order of 10 ~43

seconds, all physical notions such as, distance, time, energy and so on, have their usual meaning
[6], It is speculated that is the epoch of one force when temperature was of the order of 1019 GeV
or higher, and the classical space-time ("outer space") was born at transition temperature T = 1019

GeV.

One of the concrete problems now is to how to combine gravity with quantum theory. Past
efforts to solve it include direct methods of canonical and path-integral quantization of classical
space-time. A method of more recent origin is to construct string theories with characteristic length

' = \*ft) comparable to Planck's length £p = (ff) [<>]. The use of computational metaphor
to explain space-time continuum falls in another category of approaches [7], [8]. There are also
stochastic methods, such as the random dynamics (Gauge glasses) of Nielsen [9].

We propose here a novel approach to quantize space-time such that modular (the discrete
analogue of conformal) invariance follows in a natural manner when the information transfer rate
R approaches its critical value Re, nearly equal to the channel capacity. The capacity of a channel
can be defined in terms of its entropy, or the order parameter. In this scheme, the order parameter
is the probability PB that an error occurred in the transmission. Its value PB = 0, for R < Re
jumps to PE = 1 for value of R > Re- (See Ref.10 for information and coding theory.)

There are three assumptions in our approach.

Al. There is no distinction between matter and space-time for distances i < tp and

times t < tp. Therefore, we introduce one and only one state of matter (energy) and space-time.

Since the notion of space, time and other physical entities become meaningless for di-
mensions less than Planck's dimensions, we shall use a descriptive term, namely, the "Planckian
state of matter and space-time" or more appropriately, the "coded state of matter and space-time",
a state different from anything known in physics to indicate what has been termed, pre-geometry,
pre-space, quantum space etc. The term, coded state, reflects correctly the nature of what we are
considering the precursor of space-time and matter. Its basic constituent is given by the assumption
A2.

A2. Probability measures are the most fundamental constituent. More precisely, the
Markov random fields, i.e., measures with Markov type property are the basic constituent of the
coded state phase. Information, code, and the channel capacity are derived notions.
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There are three important reasons why we are choosing stochastic processes with Markov
property.

1. It has been proved [11] that, for any given specific quantum process, there exists a Markov
process in configuration space which accounts for the same evolution. To introduce, therefore,
the quantum nature of space-time, we consider only finitely extended regions of the order of l^
(instead of points) as the arena for quantum fluctuations. In the light of the stochastic interpretation
of quantum mechanics Markov process is a natural choice.

2. It is known that a Gibbs measure [12] is a mathematical idealization of an equilibrium state of
a large class of physical systems. These include: Ising models on Z* q > 1, Potts model and
ergodic random fields and other ergodic systems such as lattice gas. Any such system consists of a
very large number of interacting components. The Gibbs measure is the distribution of a stochastic
process parameterized by the sites of a spatial lattice instead of being indexed by time. Gibbs mea-
sure, like most of the physical systems which are its instances, exhibits a very interesting physical
behaviour, i.e., its non-uniqueness implies the existence of a phase-transition phenomenon. Re-
cently, Gibbs measures were introduced as quantum ground states for a class of spin systems [13].
There exists a formal analogy [14] between Gibbs measures and Markov processes. This formal
analogy is interesting for us because at each step of our analysts we have a physically analogous
situation to which we can refer, if necessary.

3. Markov processes are also natural in the context of space-time and matter codes. One can relate
Markov processes to the coding problem as follows. The probabilistic information theory, i.e.,
Shannon's theory is proved to be equivalent to Hamming's geometric approach to error-correcting
codes. The Hamming problem is exactly equivalent to a well-known mathematical problem of
sphere packing. Thus Markov processes are related to algebraic coding theory, sphere packing
problem [15] and the theory of lattices. This correspondence allows us to use the Riemann-Roch
theorem in order to show a relationship with modular invariant theories.

A3. The principle of optimal communication: Nature selects and uses optimal codes to
transfer information through noisy channels.

Shannon's theory [10,16a, 16b] tells us that by using appropriate error-correcting codes
the information transfer rate R could be as close as desired to its critical value, a number Re, called
the channel capacity. There are bounds on parameters characterizing a code which tell how good a
code is at the critical value 'Re- Nature uses codes which are optimal to transfer maximum amount
of information possible through a noisy channel.

When the rate parameter R approaches its critical value Re, there exist codes that are
associated with SL(2,Z) invariant curves [17]. This is a physically interesting feature of our
model that relates modular invariant curves with optimal codes at the phase-transition point Re-

Mathematically, Re is the neighbourhood of the channel capacity. Thus, we snail use interchange-
ably Re with the channel capacity.



This family of codes can be obtained by embedding Shimura curves in the protective
space Pr~x where r is also the dimension of the parity-check matrix and satisfies the Riemann-
Roch relation [17]: r = s-g+ l,s>2g - 1, and also the Hamming's bound: d < r + 1 where
d is the Hamming distance of a linear error-correcting code. Here s is the degree of the curve.

Why is information so essential to a physical process? Consider the case of two particles
interacting. There is no interaction unless particles communicate with each other and recognize
each other so as to behave in their characteristic way. This interaction is dictated by their "genes"
that contains all necessary information. In fact, such an information transfer takes place through
the exchange particles, a sort of messenger carrying back and forth the information between each
interacting particle. Thus, information production, its transmission and processing are the most
elementary processes in nature.

In our model, an elementary space-time object (say, an elementary particle) a system
containing a coded algorithm, a coder to prepare exchange particles or its own copy, a decoder to
decode incoming messages brought by the exchange panicles, and a stochastic automata [18] to
compute outputs. The precursor of the empty space-time is a channel (in the sense of Shannon) as
well as an ergodic Markov source that is used for communicating messages in Planckian state. This
description of the coded state of matter and space-time, i.e., as an information source, a channel
to transfer information, a stochastic automata to code, compute and decode information, is pos-
sible within single unified approach, the probabilistic information theory. No extra machinery is
required. However, instead of energy-related concepts like Hamiltonian/Lagrangian, equation of
motion, invariant charges, dynamics etc., entropy-related concepts like, channel capacity, informa-
tion, code density and computation etc. become appropriate to this formalism. The notion of energy
is replaced by the notion of entropy as the most fundamental entity. Computational process occurs
only at Planckian level and they are not "visible" at the scale of electro weak or strong interaction.
However, they determine the characteristic of a space-time object and their interaction.

Let (ft, B, P) be a probability space, where 0 is a sample space, B a Borcl field and P

is a non-negative probability measure over events. A random variable X is a function mapping Q

into some set, ,9, called the range of X.

Given an index set / , a stochastic process indexed by / is a collection of random variables
on a probability space ( i l , B, P) and taking values in a set S, called the state space of the process.
Stochastic processes indexed by a multi-dimensional parameter are referred to as random fields. If
the state space S is a countable set of real numbers the space is a discrete space.

A stochastic process {Xo, X\,..., Xn,...} has the Markov property if, for each n and m,
the conditional distribution of Xn*i, • • •, X^m given Xo, X\,... Xn is the same as its conditional
distribution given X, alone. A process having the Markov property is called a Markov process.
If the state-space of the Markov process is countable then a Markov process is called a Markov
chain.

By a Markov information source "we understand a finite Markov chain, together with a
function / whose domain is the set of states 5 and whose range is a finite set £ called the alphabet
of the source. A set of states B is said to be essential if every state in B is reachable (in one or
more steps) from every other stale in B, and it is not possible to reach a stale outside of B from
a state in B. A chain is said to be indecomposable if it has exactly one essential set of states. If
the chain has steady state probabilities, the resulting information source is called a regular Markov
information source. Any regular Markov information source is ergodic.

Let us see what is happening physically for £ <
A2 explicitly state:

- The space-time is not a continuum, and

and t < tp, the assumptions Al and

- panicles are not different from the space-time itself. There is nothing but random
fluctuations of space-time. We assume such a state is the precursor of classical space-time and
matter. To see what is happening inside a finitely extended Planckian region, let us consider random
fluctuations as ?-ary random events and define a sample space £1 as a set of all possible events
occuring. It is not necessary to specify at this stage what kind of events are these. For the binary
case (q = 2), one may imagine the sample space as sequences of repeated (and unending) tosses
of a coin, a spin up and down configuration, or a yes-no decision experiment [1].

Let us state now our hypothesis more explicitly.

Hypothesis

a. The precursor of matter-free space-time is an ergodic Markov channel without mem-

ory.

b. The precursor of matter (particles) is a non-ergodic " Markov information source
that can also behave like a stochastic automaton.

What this mean? An empty space-time at Planckian dimensions behaves like an ergodic
Markov information channel. All states are reachable states, very much like a statistical syscm
with perfect accessibility, where second law of thermodynamics prevails [26].

The precursor of empty space-time can store information or a coded message is propa-
gated through it with an information transfer rate that has a limit Re- There is no reliable comum-
nication rate larger than Re • This reminds us of its equivalent statement in relativistic physics: the

For rigourous definition, see Refs.[10] and [16b].
For times earlier than tf, i.e., t < 10 ~*3 sees., the background space-time and matter fields were
not distinguishable. They separated around this time when trapping states developed at localized
regions of an initially ergodic precursor of the space-time. This led to non-ergodicity locally in
regions of state-space, where there were trapped states of a Markov chain. These trapped states
behave like a particle since it is possible to build stochastic automata capable of accepting inputs,
processing them and then giving outputs.



signal propagation velocity is bounded.

Let X be a discrete random variable. The entropy of X is defined by

5>iogi.

Let X and Y be two random variables. The mutual information I(X; Y) is defined as

= H(X) - H{X\Y) ,

where H(X\Y) is called the conditional entropy. The quantity I(X, Y) is usually positive. It is
zero if and only if X and Y are independent, i.e. there is no information exchange.

A discrete memoryless channel (DMC) is an object that accepts, every unit of time, one
of the input symbols and in response give out one of the output symbols. The channel behaviour is
governed by a matrix of transition probabilities (of dimensions given by the number of input-output
symbols).

It is characterized by two finite sets: Ax, the input alphabet, and Ay, the output alphabet,
and a set of transition probabilities p( y \x); defined for each x £ Ax and y £ Ay, which satisfy:

p ( y | x ) > 0 , = l, V i e

A non-negative number 6( i ) , called the "cost" of x is associated with each input x.

If the channel is used n consecutive times, then, for each n = 1,2,..., we define the
n"1 capacity-cost function CB(/3) of the channel

CW/S) -

Here E[ bx)] is the average cost. The capacity-cost function of the channel is

C{P) = sup i C(0> •

The number C( 0) represent the maximum amount of information that can be transmitted
reliably over the channel per unit of time, if the channel must be used in such a way that the average
cost is < 0 per unit of time [10]. Without going into rigorous details, the channel coding theorem
states:

For any R < Re and e > 0, there exists a code of length n and a decoding rule such
that:

(a)

(b) P^<e V » = 1,2, . . . ,M.

To put it in another way:

For a given DMC, there is a number Re > 0, such that for any e > 0 and R < Re, for
large enough n, there exists a code of length nand rate ;> R (i.e., with at least 2 *" distinct words),
and a decoding algorithm, such that, when the code is used on the given channel, the probability of
decoder error < e.

We are interested in large n behaviour for DMC. For each 0 < R < Re, the best code
of length n and rate R has a decoder error probability given approximately by

where E( R), the channel's reliability exponent, is a convex U function of R as

E(R) = lim - i logP£(fl,n) .

The strong converse theorem states that for fl > Re the error probability of the best code ap-
proaches 1 as n —» oo,

P B > 1 - 2 - ^ ^ ) for R>Rc

where EA{ R) is Arimoto's error exponent, which has the shape given below

EA(R)

/-•-Straight line
with slope 1

The general shape of Arimoto's error exponent EA(R)

The situation is analogous to a phase-transition with the older parameter Pg, the prob-
ability than an error occurred in the transition. In the phase when R < Re, or R —* Re, reliable
communication is possible, while for R > Re, communication becomes is possible since PB ap-
proaches 1.

Given that all "data" of interest can be represented as the g-ary coded information and
that this information during the course of transmission attain some errors due to channel noise.
By adding some extra symbols to information symbols errors may be found and corrected at the
receiver's end.

8



A block code of size M over an alphabet with q symbols is a set of M g-ary sequences of
length n called codewords. Usually M = qk for some integer k, we call such code an (n, k) code.
Each sequence of k g-ary information symbols can be associated with a sequence of ?-ary symbols
comprising a codeword. More generally, let p be a prime number and p = <jm- Coding means, thus,
to encode a block k message symbols aiaz . . .<H; a, 6 F , into a codeword ci, C2 . . . , c,,, of n
symbols Cj € F , where n > k. A codeword is a n-dimensional row vector c in F (" i.e.,

Coding scheme / : F * -» F " .

Decoding scheme g : F," -> F?*.

The image of / is called a code. Here Ft is a finite field with 5 elements.

The Hamming distance d(x,y) between two g-ary sequences x and y of length n is the
number of places in which they differ. The Hamming's distance function satisfies the usual distance
function is defined on a q-cubic lattice. The essential parameters for block codes are: the block
length n, the information length k, and the minimum distance d".

A (n, Jfc) block code with minimum distance d* is also called (n, *, d") block code. Let
C = { c , : i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , M — l } b e a code. The minimum distance is defined as the distance of
the pair of codewords with smallest distance.

d* = min dia.ct) .

Any pattern of r) errors and p erasers can be decoded provided

<f > 2 TJ + p + 1 is satisfied.

A linear code is a subspace of Fg", i.e., a linear code is a non-empty set of n-tuples over
Ff" called codewords such that the sum of two codewords is a codeword and the product of any
codeword by a field element is a codeword. The Hamming weight u>( c) of a codeword c is equal
to the number of non-zero components in the codeword. The minimum weight w' of a code is the
smallest weight of any non-zero codeword. For a linear code, the minimum distance d* satisfies:

tf = min w(c) = w'

where the minimum is over all codewords except the all zero codeword.

An error-control code of block-length n and rate R is judged by its minimum distance
tt. If we have two codes of the same n and R, we generally prefer the code with the larger d*. If
we have a code C, we would like to know if d" is as large as it can be for any code of this n and R.
Generally, unless nis quite small, we do not know how to answer this question.

For a fixed alphabet size q, define

d(n,R) =max dT(C) .
c

where the maximum is over all codes of block-length n and rate R, and

<f*(C) = min dix.j/)

is the minimum distance of code.

The function d(n,R) is the largest minimum distance of any code over F , of rate R and
block length n. Except for small n we do not know d{ n, R). Define

d(R) = lim l/nd(n,R) .

Given d( R) for large enough n, the best block code of rate R has a minimum distance

d" = nd\R) .

Gilbert showed [23] that whenever J (R) > ij; then for 7) satisfying d(R) > 8; for all 6 satisfying

R>\ ~ t j l o g , ( ? - l ) + tilog,T] + ( l - t j ) log , ( l -fj) .

For binary codes, the Gilbert bound is

R>\-ffb(d),

where

Let us now define the channel capacity ir terms of the number of words and their size.

If a code C is used that consists of words of length n, then

is called the infonnation rate.

C is an (n, U,d*) code over F , if C is a subset of JFf" with minimum distance d" and
number of words \C\ = M. Furthermore, define:

/tf(n,<T) = max{A//there exists a{n,M,d*) code over F,} .

These codes with maximum M and minimum d* are called optimal codes. Shannon's theorem tells
us that these should be long codes. An average of Pgn errors per received words are expected.

10



To connect them d' > 2 PBn. Now, increasing n means the minimum distance ct should also be
increased. One, therefore, introduce a parameter S = d"/n and define a new function

R(S) = lim sup - logAn,6n) .

Notice that R(S) be derived starting from Eq.(3.1). This function, therefore, reveals the nature of
information rate for long codes with S = d"jn.

A lower bound for R( 6), known as the Gilbert-Varshamov bound is:

R{6) > l - t f , ( 6 ) .

We are interested in codes for which the information rate approaches the Gilbert-Varshamov bound
or even surpasses it. An improved version of this bound was proved in 1982 by Manin [20]

He pointed out that upper bounds for A, (n, &) could be used to prove theorems on algebraic curves.
There are many good codes that almost reach the limit set by the Gilbert-Varshamov bound. We
shall now discuss a code that surpasses the Gilben-Varshamov bound and relate it to modular
invariance.

It was shown by Goppa [ 17] that the problem of constructing the best codes becomes the
following problem in algebraic geometry. Find a family of curves with a large number of rational
points as compared to the genus. The most interesting candidate is known to be Shimura (modular)
curves that satisfy this criterion.

Let X be a non-singular projective curve over F, . Goppa [17, 19] associated a code to
a set of distinct points Pi, P%,... PB in the following manner.

Let Pi, ft,..., Pn be rational points of X over F , and set D = P\ + Pi + ... + Pn. Let
G be a divisor. The linear code C{D,G) of length n associated to the pair (D, G) is the image of
the linear map

« : L ( G ) - > F , B defined by / - » ( / ( P i ) , . . . / ( P B ) ) .

This is a Goppa code whose dimension k is given by

<&mC(D,G) = dim L(G) - dim L(G,D)

and <£* satisfies d* > n — deg(G).

The dual code can be defined as follows:

Define a vector space A (E) for the divisor E as

A (E) = {w : w a rational differential form; (a;) > E} U {0 } .

11

The linear code C'{DtG) of length n associated to the pair ( D, G) is the image of the linear map

a*: K(G-D) -* F * defined by

) reap,(t))) .

The dimension Jfc" of the dual code

k' = dim L(K + D- G) -d im L(K - G)

and the minimum distance satisfies

d* > deff(G) + 2 - 2g .

The codes C{D,G) and C*{ D, G) are dual to each other.

For code C(D,G)
8+ R> 1+(1 -g)/n.

In particular, for codes from genus-zero curves

n= k + d—l the singleton bound is reached.

Theorem If g - 0 then C( F, G) is optimal.

Thus the strategy for producing good codes is to take a curve X over F , (fixed) with
many rational points Pi, Pi,... Pn and letting

The codes one gets satisfy d+ K > n + 1 -6 with £ + R > 1 + (^ j 1 ) ; ix., optimal codes.

There are three important reasons why good codes come from modular curves [21].

1. The existence of an interpretation for points of modular curves.

2. The zeta function of such curves is known and the number of points can be expressed in
terms of a trace of an operator on a space of differentia] form.

3. The trace formula computes the trace of a Heclce operator on the space of modular forms.

The Hamming decoding in terms of minimum distance becomes the problem of the best
rational approximation to a function. The problem of constructing the best codes becomes the
following problem in algebraic geometry. Given g,q and r, find a curve of genus g over the field
F , that is normal in P r - 1 and has as many Fi -points as possible. The Shimura curves [25] provide
an example of such curves, i.e., curves with a large number of points. These curves are related to
SL( 2, Z), the modular group in the following manner.

12



Consider the congruence subgroups r (N), Fo {N) and I \ (N) of the group SL( 2, Z)
of integer (2 x 2)-matrices of det = 1, called the modular group.

r (N) consists of matrices i e 3L{ 2, Z),

i.e.,o = d = 1 (mod N),c~ b = 0 (modN).

To (JV) consists of matrices 7 with c = 0 (mod N) •
Fi (N) consists of matrices

-0 0 (modAT) and 6 arbitrary.

These groups act on the complex upper half plane H under the mapping

az + 6
Hz) = ——j •

This action can be extended to IH* the completion of IH by the symbol oo and the set of rational
numbers.

The orbit set F /TE5" is a Hausdorf compact space. On this set a complex-analytic structure
can be defined making F/IH into a compact Riemannian surface (i.e., an algebraic curve).

To each congruence subgroup F ( N), Fo (TV) and Fi ( TV) there correspond curves X(N),

X0(AOandX(TV).

Diara [17,21] proved that for Shimura curves, the number of IF,-points, i.e., the ratio of
the number of points to the genus is given as

for sufficiently large g

and q = p2"".

Embeddings of Shimura curves in the projective space Pr~} defines a family of codes
associated with modular invariance. Finding optimal codes that are used by nature is related to the
sphere packing problem and lattices as follows.

The work of Nyquist and Shannon [16a] actually showed that the design of optimal codes
for a band-limited channel is equivalent to the sphere packing problem. A solution to Shannon's
problem requires knowledge of the best sphere packings in large numbers of dimensions. There
are two unexpectedly good and very symmetrical packings. They correspond to:

One in eight dimensions, the E% lattice, and the other, the Leach lattice A24 •

The Leach lattice occurs as the Coxeter diagram of the reflections in the automorphism
group of 26-dimensional Lorentz lattice Ay h]. Such lattices are used in string theories. All details
and die exact nature of relationship between this model and conformed theories is to be published
elsewhere.
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